Rethink Education Procurement. Think E&I

E&I Cooperative Services is the only member-owned, non-profit sourcing cooperative exclusively focused on serving the education community. As a cooperative, we take care of the entire contracting process, from RFP development through ongoing supplier management, saving our members valuable time and money.

We leverage the purchasing power of our nationwide membership to deliver a comprehensive portfolio of research and academic healthcare contracts with industry-leading suppliers. We also provide our members with innovative sourcing solutions such as Strategic Spend Assessments and eProcurement.

E&I Research & Academic Healthcare Portfolio

E&I can help you find the research and academic healthcare solutions you need, including:

- Clinical, medical, surgical, and lab solutions
- COVID-19 testing products and services
- Chemicals, safety items, equipment, instrumentation
- Industrial, medical, and specialty gases
- Life science reagents and supplies
- Lab animal research products and solutions
- Lab furniture, fume hoods, biological safety cabinets, casework
- Pharmaceuticals, including vaccines

Find out more at [www.eandi.org/research-academic-healthcare](http://www.eandi.org/research-academic-healthcare).
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Apparel
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
Medline Industries, CNR01385
Sargent Welch, CNR01459
Ward’s Science, CNR01459

Athletic
Medline Industries, CNR01385

Chemicals
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
Sargent Welch, CNR01459
Ward’s Science, CNR01459

Chromatography
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
Waters Corporation, EI00054

Clinical
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
Medline Industries, CNR01385

Dental Supplies & Equipment
Henry Schein, Inc., EI00075
Patterson Dental, EI00077

Equipment & Instrumentation
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
Beckman Coulter, CNR01330
LabRepCo, CNR01424
Nikon Instruments, Inc., CNR01457
NuAire, CNR01423
NEOGEN, EI00147
PHC Corporation, CNR01422
Sargent Welch, CNR01459
Steris, CNR01419
The Baker Company, CNR01421
Ward’s Science, CNR01459
Waters Corporation, EI00054

Gases
Airgas, CNR01362

Lab Furniture
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
LabRepCo, CNR01424
Medline Industries, CNR01385
NuAire, CNR01423
The Baker Company, CNR01421

Life Science
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
Beckman Coulter, CNR01330
Sargent Welch, CNR01459
Ward’s Science, CNR01459
Waters Corporation, EI00054

Medical/Surgical
Medline Industries, CNR01385
Steris, CNR01419

Microscopy
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
Nikon Instruments, Inc., CNR01457
Sargent Welch, CNR01459
Ward’s Science, CNR01459

Pharmaceuticals
Medline Industries, CNR01385

Safety
Airgas, CNR01362
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
Medline Industries, CNR01385
Sargent Welch, CNR01459
Ward’s Science, CNR01459

Services
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
NEOGEN, EI00147
Safe Health Systems, CNR01525
Specialty Underwriters, CNR01337

Teaching Supplies
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
Medline Industries, CNR01385
Sargent Welch, CNR01459
Ward’s Science, CNR01459

Testing
Avantor, delivered by VWR, CNR01459
Medline Industries, CNR01385
NEOGEN, EI00147
Safe Health Systems, CNR01525